TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

HISTORICAL: GLO 1882 - SET POST-B.T.S.
MAP E-14-24 Q.R.H. Dept. Found 64 sec. 1936
MAP B-97 W.E. Anderson Co. Surveyor Found 64 sec. 1947
MAP F-28-18
Bank 3 Page 168-169 = Bank 2 Page 560

U.S. Forest Service, Ed original Date

FOUND: 4x4 Post 12' above ground with tacks

18' Hem S 5° W 17'
6' Hem N 27° E 44'
5' Fir S 69° 36' E 16'
4' Fir N 59° 30' 26'
(1971) Ed Brass Cap by County & FD at 1' T.P.
Found in field 5' CHITIN S 38° W 885 has U.S. Forestry tag

(1968) Found 3/4' Iron Pipe 12' above ground at same position
as 4x4 Post.

REWITNESS

CEMENT & 8' TILE (1971)

1 SET 1/4' Iron Pipe - 30' in length - with brass cap at corner

* 84 " Hat Section South 1/5

NEW ACCESSORY:
5' Fir N 70° W 22° 50"
5' Fir N 70° W 84°
10' Fir S 85° W 20° 52"
7' Fir S 58° E 22° 18'

Scribing visible

COMMENTS: Corner is South West of Cape Lookout
County Road. Corner is located at base of a 50 foot fall.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Gale Arthur

DATE: 1968

Title: 17th District Surveyor